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More evidence Whites were well-established in America as original settlers.
Pretty much all our lives, liberal academics and
the liberal media have done their best to make White
people feel guilty about ―what they did to the
Indians.‖ Well, more and more evidence is piling up
that the first settlers of America were White people.
Notice that the liberals aren‘t asking the question:
What did the Indians do to the original White settlers
of America? Contrary to the endless liberal smears,
White people actually tried bringing civilization and
Christianity to the Indians. Many of the missions in
California are still standing as proof of this. And
don‘t forget the reservations that Indians in the US
possess to this day. Many of these tribes (or at least
the Indian chiefs) are growing rich off casinos and
White gamblers who can‘t find better ways to
squander their money.
White people bought the Island of Manhattan
from the original Indians and were more than happy
making deals with the Indians rather than fighting
them. The Indians are guilty of more than a few massacres including the earliest English settlement at Roanoke and
the men that Columbus left behind at La Navidad. Much of the slaughter of Indians was due to the accidental
introduction of small pox. Perhaps Whites should think twice about leaving the immigration door wide open to the
Third World, considering the recent alarm about the Avian Flu. A recent news article reports ―A biochemical
analysis of a rare Clovis-era stone tool cache recently unearthed in the city limits of Boulder, Colo., indicates some
of the implements were used to butcher ice-age camels and horses that roamed North America until their extinction
about 13,000 years ago, according to a University of Colorado at Boulder study… The Clovis culture is believed by
many archaeologists to coincide with the time the first Americans arrived on the continent…about 13,000 to 13,500
years ago, Bamforth said.‖ Some of the oldest human fossils found in America include Kennewick Man and the
Spirit cave mummy, who both show signs of European origin dating back more than 9,000 years ago. One website
notes ―The controversial Solutrean hypothesis proposed in 1999 by Smithsonian archaeologist Dennis Stanford and
colleague Bruce Bradley (Stanford and Bradley 2002), suggests that the Clovis people could have inherited
technology from the Solutrean people who lived in southern Europe 21,000-15,000 years ago, and who created the
first Stone Age artwork in present-day southern France.[18] The link is suggested by the similarity in technology
between the projectile points of the Solutreans and those of the Clovis people. Such a theory would require that the
Solutreans crossed via the edge of the pack ice in the North Atlantic Ocean that then extended to the Atlantic coast of
France. They could have done this using survival skills similar to those of the modern Inuit people. Supporters of this
hypothesis suggest that stone tools found at Cactus Hill (an early American site in Virginia), are knapped in a style
between Clovis and Solutrean. Other scholars such as Emerson F. Greenman and Remy Cottevieille-Giraudet have
also suggested a Northern Atlantic point of entry, citing toolmaking similarities between Clovis and Solutrean-era
artifacts.‖

Israel launches covert war against Iran
It is using hitmen, sabotage, front companies and double agents to disrupt the regime's illicit weapons project, the
experts say. The most dramatic element of the "decapitation" programme is the planned assassination of top figures
involved in Iran's atomic operations. Despite fears in Israel and the US that Iran is approaching the point of no return
in its ability to build atom bomb, Israeli officials are aware of the change in mood in Washington since President
Barack Obama took office. They privately acknowledge the new US administration is unlikely to sanction an air attack on Iran's nuclear installations and Mr Obama's offer to extend a hand of peace to Tehran puts any direct military
action beyond reach for now.
The aim is to slow down or interrupt Iran's research programme, without the gamble of a direct confrontation
that could lead to a wider war. A former CIA officer on Iran told The Daily Telegraph: "Disruption is designed to
slow progress on the programme, done in such a way that they don't realise what's happening. You are never going
to stop it. "The goal is delay, delay, delay until you can come up with some other solution or approach. We certainly
don't want the current Iranian government to have those weapons. It's a good policy, short of taking them out
militarily, which probably carries unacceptable risks." Reva Bhalla, a senior analyst with Stratfor, the US private
intelligence company with strong government security connections, said the strategy was to take out key people.
"With co-operation from the United States, Israeli covert operations have focused both on eliminating key
human assets involved in the nuclear programme and in sabotaging the Iranian nuclear supply chain," she said. "As
US-Israeli relations are bound to come under strain over the Obama administration's outreach to Iran, and as the
political atmosphere grows in complexity, an intensification of Israeli covert activity against Iran is likely to result."
Mossad was rumoured to be behind the death of Ardeshire Hassanpour, a top nuclear scientist at Iran's Isfahan
uranium plant, who died in mysterious circumstances from reported "gas poisoning" in 2007. Other recent deaths of
important figures in the procurement and enrichment process in Iran and Europe have been the result of Israeli
"hits", intended to deprive Tehran of key technical skills at the head of the programme, according to Western
intelligence analysts. "Israel has shown no hesitation in assassinating weapons scientists for hostile regimes in the
past," said a European intelligence official, speaking on condition of anonymity. They did it with Iraq and they will
do it with Iran when they can." Mossad's covert operations cover a range of activities. The former CIA operative
revealed how Israeli and US intelligence co-operated with European companies working in Iran to obtain
photographs and other confidential material about Iranian nuclear and missile sites. "It was a real company that
operated from time to time in Iran and in the nature of their legitimate business came across information on various
suspect Iranian
facilities," he said.
Israel has also used front companies to infiltrate the Iranian purchasing network that the clerical regime uses to
circumvent United Nations sanctions and obtain so-called "dual use" items – metals, valves, electronics, machinery
– for its nuclear programme. The businesses initially supply Iran with legitimate material, winning Tehran's trust,
and then start to deliver faulty or defective items that "poison" the country's atomic activities. "Without military
strikes, there is still considerable scope for disrupting and damaging the Iranian programme and this has been done
with some success," said Yossi Melman, a prominent Israeli journalist who covers security and intelligence issues
for the Haaretz newspaper. Mossad and Western intelligence operations have also infiltrated the Iranian nuclear
programme and "bought" information from prominent atomic scientists. Israel has later selectively leaked some
details to its allies, the media and United Nations atomic agency inspectors. On one occasion, Iran itself is
understood to have destroyed a nuclear facility near Tehran, bulldozing over the remains and replacing it with a
football pitch, after its existence was revealed to UN inspectors. The regime feared that the discovery by inspectors
of an undeclared nuclear facility would result in overwhelming pressure at the UN for tougher action against Iran.
The Iranian government has become so concerned about penetration of its programme that it has announced
arrests of alleged spies in an attempt to discourage double agents. "Israel is part of a detailed and elaborate
international effort to slow down the Iranian programme," said Mr Melman. But Vince Canastraro, the former CIA
counter-terrorism chief, expressed doubts about the efficacy of secret Israeli operations against Iran. "You cannot
carry out foreign policy objectives via covert operations," he said. "You can't get rid of a couple of people and hope
to affect Iran's nuclear capability." Iran has consistently asserted that it is pursuing a nuclear capability for civilian
energy generation purposes. But Israeli and Western intelligence agencies believe the 20-year-old programme,
which was a secret until 2002, is designed to give the ruling mullahs an atom bomb.

The banksters’ engineered looting of our economies is causing mass protests all
over Europe. The latest was today in Dublin, Ireland.

DUBLIN (AFP) – Up to 120,000
protesters brought Dublin city centre
to a standstill on Saturday over
government austerity measures
aimed at stabilising the once
high-flying economy now wracked
by recession. The demonstration
came a day after the global
economic crisis led to another
political casualty elsewhere in
Europe, with Latvia‘s prime minister
quitting as his country grapples with
deepening recession. Organised by
the Irish Congress of Trade Unions
(ICTU) and featuring teachers, police, civil servants and others, the Irish protest was the ―first step in a rolling
campaign of action,‖ ICTU general secretary David Begg said.
Police put the number of protesters at up to 120,000. Marchers are particularly opposed to a pension levy on some
350,000 public servants which is designed to save about 1.4 billion Euros (1.8 billion dollars) this year. According to
IMPACT, Ireland‘s biggest public sector trade union, the levy will cost low to middle-income earners between 1,500
Euros and 2,800 Euros a year. Irish Prime Minister Brian Cowen is bringing in an initial two-billion-euro package of
cuts designed to stabilise the one-time Celtic Tiger economy, which entered recession in the first half of 2008.
Cowen has said the economy will shrink by up to 10 percent by 2010 and warned of total savings of 15 billion Euros
needed over five years in a bid to stabilise Irish finances. In a statement to coincide with the demonstration, the
government said it recognised that the measures it was taking ―are difficult and, in some cases, painful‖ but they
were also ―necessary and fair.‖ ―They are necessary because it is essential that we show a credible start on the correction of an emerging un-sustainability in our public finances,‖ it said. (…)
The global economic crisis, which has hit several European countries hard, has led to political instability in several
parts of the continent. Iceland‘s government became the first political casualty of the downturn when it was forced to
step down on January 26 following months of protests against politicians and central bankers. A new interim
government comprising the Social Democrats and the Left Green party has been in power since February 1, and new
elections are expected to be held in April. More recently, Latvia‘s Prime Minister Ivars Godmanis quit his position
on Friday, amid widespread discontent over belt-tightening and politicians‘ alleged corruption and nepotism.
Latvia showed the fastest economic growth in the European Union in 2006 but its economy is expected to contract
12 percent this year, with unemployment soaring to 12.7 percent from the current 8.3 percent. Fellow Baltic states
Lithuania and Estonia face similar troubles.‖

The NSM continues to Grow.
The NSM has expanded into two more states Mississippi and Utah.
We would like to extend a warm welcome to our Brothers and Sisters and look forward to greeting
even more new members
Contact points for Mississippi are nsmmsunit@gmail.com or Phone 662-719-0812
NSM MS Blogsite: http://nsmms.blogspot.com/
Contact point for Utah is nsmslc@yahoo.com

Watch out! There could be a new tax on the mileage you drive.

Before the new tax

One of the many seldom-spoken items on the left-liberal agenda, in addition to their war
on eating meat and shoving all the races together at all times, is a long-standing war
against the private automobile. Liberals don‘t like cars, especially big ones. Cars enable
White Americans to flee the social and economic rat traps (the big multi-racial cities)
that liberals create. White people take their assets and their tax base with them, leaving
liberal cities like San Francisco and New York with nothing but Third World rabble, who
quickly become 99 percent of the bus passengers in many of these cities. Cars make
Americans mobile, and it is much more difficult to corral and confine and dictate to a
mobile population. Liberals want everyone riding public transportation like most people
do in Europe, controlled by powerful socialist unions who can shut down a country at
will.

Obama and his people are now beginning to advance this plank in their lefty-liberal platform. A recent news reports
―Transportation Secretary Ray LaHood says he wants to consider taxing motorists based on how many miles they
drive rather than how much gasoline they burn - an idea that has angered drivers in some states where it has been
proposed. Gasoline taxes that for nearly half a century have paid for the federal share of highway and bridge
construction can no longer be counted on to raise enough money to keep the nation‘s transportation system moving,
LaHood said in an interview… ‗We should look at the vehicular miles program where people are actually clocked on
the number of miles that they travelled,‘ the former Illinois Republican lawmaker said.‖ In other words, let‘s wipe
out White suburbia by making it prohibitively expensive to commute. Getting turncoat RINO Republicans to
advance the most obnoxious points of the lefty-lib agenda is what Obongo refers to as ―bi-partisanship‖ and bears all
the fingerprints of the real power behind the empty suit, Israeli dual-citizen Rahm Emanuel. And why can‘t gas taxes
pay for road repairs? Is it perhaps a result of liberals plundering money collected from the gas tax and spending it all
on illegal aliens rather than on keeping up the roads?
The article continues ―Most transportation experts see a vehicle miles travelled tax as a long-term solution, but
Congress is being urged to move in that direction now by funding pilot projects. The idea also is gaining ground in
several states. Governors in Idaho and Rhode Island are talking about such programs, and a North Carolina panel
suggested in December the state start charging motorists a quarter-cent for every mile as a substitute for the gas tax.
A tentative plan in Massachusetts to use GPS chips in vehicles to charge motorists by the mile has drawn complaints
from drivers who say it‘s an Orwellian intrusion by government into the lives of citizens.‖ This would have been an
Orwellian intrusion by government into the lives of citizens if the liberals got away with it, and the fact that it was
being seriously considered is extremely ominous.
Thankfully there was a HUGE backlash against this brand new ―mileage tax‖ and it has
disappeared for the time being. This won‘t be the last time that Obama and his socialist
pals propose an oppressive new tax that no one even imagined before. That‘s what liberals
do: They tax and spend. They won‘t ever cut their spending enough to balance the budget
so that means huge deficits or higher taxes. All the fools who voted for Obama thinking
that he was going to lower their taxes should feel free to start kicking themselves about
now.
Our car after the new tax.

Commander George Lincoln Rockwell.

Born 9th March 1918
Bloomington, Ill.

Died 25th August 1967
Arlington, Virginia.

The True American Hero.
Commander Rockwell was born the oldest of three children, in Bloomington, Illinois, his father of British
descent and a mother of German descent. In 1938 he entered Brown University in Providence, Rhode Island and
majored in Philosophy. While still in university he thought is would not be long before the United States would enter
the war against Germany. So he decided to leave the university and joined the United States Navy where in 1940 he
attended flight schools in Massachusetts and Florida.
Whilst aboard the USS Pastores he managed to put down a race riot between white southerners and black
Americans who had been put together in the same quarters. With his usual quick thinking he solved the problem and
separated the two races into different quarters. In 1943 he married Judy Aultman whom he has met while at
university. The marriage was dissolved in 1952 after his posting to Iceland. In 1953 he met Thora Hallgrimsdottir
and were married in thee Icelandic National Cathedral, then they had their honeymoon in Berchtesgaden in
Germany.
July 1958, Commander Rockwell had picketed the White House protesting the sending of troops to the middle
east, and it was during this time when he received a package containing and 18 foot Swastika flag. With this flag he
made an alter with the Fuehrer‘s photo in the center and three candles in front. It was then that he and some of his
supporters swore allegiance to their leader. In 1959 Commander Rockwell formed the World Union of Free
Enterprise National Socialists, this was changed in the December to American Nazi Party and the HQ moved to
North Randolph Street in Arlington, Virginia.
In 1962 he travelled to England where he
met up with Colin Jordan and co-founded the
World Union of National Socialist.
25th August 1967 while Cdr Rockwell came
out of a laundromat that he was murdered by one
of his won men, John Patler who was later charged for the murder. Here I will leave the
story of this great American and encourage you as National Socialist to read up on the
Hero of our time. As you can see from his medals he has always fought for the betterment
of the people of America, he never flinched from his duties. DVDs on Commander
Rockwell can be bought from NSM Records and well worth having. Also more
information can be found on the internet. We will win. Sieg Heil!

Clint Eastwood goes gunning for PC killjoys by saying we should laugh
at race-based jokes
Clint Eastwood believes the rise of political correctness is no laughing matter. He
says the world would be a better place if we could still laugh at inoffensive jokes about
different races. The Hollywood actor and director, 78, said we live in constant fear of
being labelled racist for simply laughing about national stereotypes. 'People have lost
their sense of humour,' he told Germany's Der Spiegel magazine. 'In former times we
constantly made jokes about different races. 'You can only tell them today with one
hand over your mouth otherwise you will be insulted as a racist. 'I find that ridiculous.
In those earlier days every friendly clique had a "Sam the Jew" or "Jose the Mexican" but we didn't think anything of it or have a racist thought.
It was normal that we made jokes based on our nationality or ethnicity. That was
never a problem. ''I don't want to be politically correct. We're all spending too much
time and energy trying to be politically correct about everything.'

Punk! Make my day.
Is the Big Brother State already in Europe?
Personal data of innocent citizens must be made available to the Government to combat terrorism, according to
an influential former security chief. Sir David Omand, Whitehall's former and security and intelligence coordinator,
called for unprecedented Big Brother powers to allow access to private details - including phone records, emails and
travel information - to be given to the intelligence services. Setting out a hugely controversial blueprint for the future
of national security he said 'moral rules' about individual privacy would have to be broken.
His 17-page report calls for the creation of a vast state database to gather information about terrorist groups
which are increasingly recruiting and operating online. But he argued that a citizen's right to privacy would have to
be sacrificed to allow 'intrusive' intelligence techniques. 'Finding out other people's secrets is going to involve
breaking everyday moral rules', he wrote. 'This is personal information about individuals that resides in databases,
such as advance passenger information, airline bookings and other travel data, passport and biometric data,
immigration, identity and border records, criminal records, and other governmental and private sector data, including
financial and telephone and other communications records.' 'Modern intelligence access will often involve intrusive
methods of surveillance and investigation, accepting that, in some respects, this may have to be at the expense of
some aspects of privacy rights.'
The paper 'National Security Strategy and Implication for the UK Intelligence Community' was published last
week by the influential New Labour think tank, the Institute of Public Policy Research. Sir Omand left the senior
civil service in 2005 but his views still hold great sway in the corridors of power. He added: 'This is a hard choice
and goes against current calls to curb the so-called surveillance society - but it is greatly preferable to tinkering with
the rule of law, or derogating from fundamental human rights. 'Being able to demonstrate proper legal authorisation
and appropriate oversight of the use of such intrusive intelligence activity may become a major future issue for the
intelligence community, if the public at large is to be convinced of the desirability of such intelligence capability' Sir
Omand said such information maybe held in national records, covered by Data Protection legislation, but it might
also be held offshore by other nations or by global companies. 'Access to such information...might well be the key to
effective pre-emption in future terrorist cases.
'Such sources have always been accessible to traditional law enforcement seeking evidence against a named
suspect already justified by reasonable suspicion of having committed a crime.' 'However, application of modern
data mining and processing techniques does involve examination of the innocent as well as the suspect to identify
patterns of interest for further investigation'

Pat Buchanan answers back.
In his latest column, “Courage Mr. Holder”, Pat Buchanan fires back at the pathetic comment by Obama
Atty. Gen. Eric Holder that Whites are “cowards” for not blaming themselves for what Buchanan rightly
points out are things done by the Black community to themselves.
A 70 percent illegitimacy rate in black
America, an incarceration and crime rate
seven times that of white America, a 50
percent dropout rate in many urban high
schools, African-American graduates
reading and computing on average at
eighth-grade levels.
And about these problems what is the black
leadership doing?
Unlike Bill Cosby, the heroic Holder
was virtually mute. Rather, he is upset that
―on Saturdays and Sundays‖ we don‘t go to
church or hang out together. But why are
the free associations of Americans, of whatever creed or color, any of Eric Holder or Big Brother‘s business? Having
insulted us, perhaps Holder will start doing his own sworn duty. For one area where he has a lead role is enforcing
the nation‘s laws — in particular, the U.S. immigration laws. For the federal failure to enforce these laws is a
contributory cause of one of those ―unaddressed social problems in the poorest parts of the country.‖ Case in point
— rampant unemployment among minority youth.
According to the Center for Immigration Studies, among African-Americans 18 to 29 with only a high-school
degree, unemployment is now 20 percent. Among black adults who do not have a high-school diploma, it is 24
percent. Among teenagers under 18, black unemployment is 30 percent. Among native-born Hispanics with only a
high-school diploma, the unemployment rate is 13.6 percent. Among high-school dropouts, 16 percent. Among
Hispanic 16- and 17-year-olds, the jobless figure is 40 percent.
As these figures were compiled in December, before the last two months of sweeping layoffs, they surely
understate the situation. And with both black and Hispanic dropout rates now reaching 50 percent in major cities, the
social dynamite is piling up. Last month, USA Today reported that the FBI estimates there are now 1 million gang
members in the United States — up 200,000 from 2005 — and these gangs are responsible for 80 percent of all U.S.
crimes. From other studies, young Hispanics are 19 times as likely as white youth to join gangs, while AfricanAmericans are 15 times.
These millions of teenagers, and unskilled and less-educated young adults with no jobs and little prospect of
finding them, are recruiting pools for criminal gangs. Who is getting the jobs for which these native-born black and
Hispanic young could quality? Illegal aliens hold literally millions of them. Last week, the CIS reported, ―An
estimated 6 to 7 million illegal immigrants are currently holding jobs. Prior research indicates they are
overwhelmingly employed in lower-skilled and lower-paid jobs.‖ Exactly what sort of jobs?
―Illegals are primarily employed in construction, building cleaning and maintenance, food preparation, service and
processing, transportation and moving occupations and agriculture.‖ With the exception of agriculture, a majority of
the workers in these occupations are native-born Americans. Thus, illegal aliens are taking jobs Americans are not
only willing to do, but are doing, and taking 7 million of these jobs from young Americans now out of work. By
failing to enforce U.S. immigration laws, the government of the United States is selling America‘s working class
down the river. In addition to the 7 million illegals holding jobs,
An article recently published in a British local Newspaper.
Mrs. Irene Graham of Thorpe Avenue , Boscombe, delighted the audience with her reminiscence of the German
prisoner of war who was sent each week to do her garden. He was repatriated at the end of 1945, she recalled - 'He'd
always seemed a nice friendly chap, but when the crocuses came up in the middle of our lawn in February 1946, they
spelt out 'Heil Hitler.'' ( Bournemouth Evening Echo)

Statement of Congressman Ron Paul
United States House of Representatives
End the Fed
February 25, 2009
The Federal Reserve‘s low interest rate policy is a big mistake; it is not a panacea.
Artificially low interest rates are achieved by inflating the money supply. Low interest rates penalize the thrifty and
those who save are cheated. It promotes consumption and borrowing over savings and investing. Manipulating
interest rates is an immoral act. It‘s economically destructive.
The policy of artificially low interest rates caused our problems and therefore cannot be the solution. The market rate
of interest is crucial information for the smooth operation of the economy. A central bank setting interest rates is
price fixing and is a form of central economic planning. Price fixing is a tool of socialists and destroys production.
Central bankers, politicians, and bureaucrats can‘t know what the proper rate should be. They lack the knowledge
and are deceived by their own aggrandizement.
Manipulating the money supply and interest rates rejects all the principles of the free market. Ironically free markets
and sound money generates low rates, but unlike the artificially low rates orchestrated by the Fed, the information
conveyed is beneficial to investors and savers. The Congress, by conceding this authority, conveys extraordinary
economic power to the elite few. This is a power that has been abused throughout history. Only the Federal Reserve
can inflate the currency, creating new money and credit out of thin air, in secrecy, without oversight or supervision.
Inflation facilitates deficits, needless wars and excessive welfare spending.
Debasing a currency is counterfeiting. It steals value from every dollar earned or saved. It robs the people and makes
them poorer. It is the enemy of the working man. Inflation is the most vicious and regressive of all forms of taxation.
It transfers wealth from the middle-class to the privileged rich. The economic chaos that results from a policy of
central bank inflation inevitably leads to political instability and violence. It‘s an ancient tool of all authoritarians.
Inflating is never a benefit to freedom loving people. It destroys prosperity and feeds the fires of war. It is
responsible for recessions and depressions. It‘s deceptive, addictive and causes delusions of grandeur with regards to
wealth and knowledge. Wealth cannot be achieved by creating money by fiat. It instead destroys wealth and it
rewards the special interests.
Depending on monetary fraud for national prosperity or a reversal of our downward spiral is riskier than depending
on the lottery.
Inflation has been used to pay for all wars and empires. And they all end badly. Inflationism and corporatism
engenders protectionism and trade wars. It prompts scapegoating: blaming foreigners, illegal immigrants, ethnic
minorities, and too often freedom itself for the predictable events and suffering that result. Besides, the whole
process is unconstitutional. There is no legal authority to operate such a monetary system. So let‘s stop it. Let‘s
restore a policy of prosperity, peace, and liberty.
The time has come. Let‘s End the Fed.

